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Abstract—Bug reports are vital for software maintenance that allow the developers being informed of the problems encountered in the software. Before bug fixing, developers need to reproduce the bugs which is an extremely time-consuming and tedious task, and it is highly expected to automate this process. However, it is challenging to do so considering the imprecise or incomplete natural language described in reproducing steps, and the missing or ambiguous single source of information in GUI components. In this paper, we propose a context-aware bug reproduction approach ScopeDroid which automatically reproduces crashes from textual bug reports for mobile apps. It first constructs a state transition graph (STG) and extracts the contextual information of components. We then design a multi-modal neural matching network to derive the fuzzy matching matrix between all candidate GUI events and reproducing steps. With the STG and matching information, it plans the exploration path for reproducing the bug, and enriches the initial STG iteratively. We evaluate the approach on 102 bug reports from 69 popular Android apps, and it successfully reproduces 63.7% of the crashes, outperforming the state-of-the-art baselines by 32.6% and 38.3%. We also evaluate the usefulness and robustness of ScopeDroid with promising results. Furthermore, to train the neural matching network, we develop a heuristic-based automated training data generation method, which can potentially motivate and facilitate other activities as user interface operations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile applications (apps) are becoming extremely popular – as of the second quarter of 2022 there are over 3.5 million apps in Google Play’s app store1. As developers add more features and capabilities to their apps to make them more competitive, the corresponding increase in app complexity has made testing and maintenance activities more challenging. The competitive app marketplace has also made these activities quite important for an app’s success. As shown in a survey, 88% of app users would abandon an app if they repeatedly encounter a functionality issue [1]. This motivates developers to rapidly identify and resolve issues, or risk losing users otherwise.

To track and expedite the process of resolving app issues, many modern software projects use bug-tracking systems (e.g., GitHub Issue Tracker [2], Bugzilla [3], Google Code Issue Tracker [4]). These systems allow testers and users to report bugs they have identified in an app. These bug reports are becoming a non-neglectable source of information for improving app quality and user satisfaction. Once developers receive a bug report, one of the first steps to debugging the issue is to reproduce the reported issue as shown in Figure 1. However, this step involves many human efforts, including natural language comprehension, app usage acquisition, and human app interaction. It is expected to relieve developers from this tedious task with an automated approach.

Previous approaches [5]–[8] apply natural language processing (NLP) techniques to match the reproducing steps with app’s GUI events (i.e., operations on GUI components, e.g., clicking ‘login’ button of an app), and employ random or simple guided exploration strategies with the matched information for bug reproduction. Despite their promising performance, there exist the following four major drawbacks which hinder them from achieving higher effectiveness and efficiency.

First, the natural language description of a bug report is inherently imprecise and incomplete [9], therefore the parse and extraction of reproduce-related elements from the reproducing steps can be far from accurate. For example, since the reproducing step click send text contains two verbs, the operation object send text can hardly be extracted by existing approaches. Second, previous approaches mainly utilize the name-related information (e.g., displayed text, content description) of the GUI component to match the reproducing steps, yet our motivational study (in Section II) shows that 75% components would miss the display text, and 81% components miss the content description, which hinders the accurate matching and follow-up reproduction. Third, the successful reproduction of a bug report by existing approaches often relies on the accurate and complete reproducing step description. However, 56% of bug reports start from 2-6 steps after app launch, and 15% of reports miss some steps in the middle when describing the bug, according to our observation. Fourth, there are similar components on different pages of the app, e.g., text input for username on the login/register page. These further complicate the bug reproducing since existing

approaches adopt a greedy-based algorithm when matching the GUI events and the reproducing steps, and the similar matching in the current state is not always the optimal one from the global perspective.

The above-mentioned characteristics of the mobile apps and bug reports motivate us to utilize the context information to make the reproduction more accurate. We utilize the information from two viewpoints. The first is the context information about a specific component (local context), e.g., the nearby components, which facilitates the accurate matching between GUI event and the reproducing steps (tackle the first and second drawback). The second is the context information about a GUI event (global context), e.g., the nearby state transition information of the app, which facilitates the accurate construction of the GUI event sequence for bug reproducing, especially when facing with the missing reproducing steps or similar components in different pages (tackle the third and fourth drawback).

This paper proposes a context-aware bug reproduction approach ScopeDroid which automatically reproduces crash from a text description of mobile bug reports\(^2\). First, we construct the initial State Transition Graph (STG) with the automated app exploration tool, and extract the textual/icon information of each component and the contextual information from its nearby components. Second, we design a multi-modal neural matching network, which takes the prior extracted information, for predicting the probability of each GUI event being mapped with a certain reproducing step. It derives a fuzzy matching matrix between all candidate GUI events and reproducing steps, which alleviates the influence of the blurred natural language descriptions and the missing name-related information. Third, with the initial STG and fuzzy matching matrix, we plan the path for reproducing the bugs, which considers the global perspective provided by STG and alleviate the influence of missing steps in the report and similar components in the app. Meanwhile, considering the auto-constructed STG can be incomplete, we enrich the initial STG guided by the planned exploration, and iteratively conduct the reproducing step matching, path planning and STG enrichment until a crash occurs.

To train the neural matching network for step matching, we develop a heuristic-based method for automatically generating the reproducing steps corresponding to certain GUI events following linguistic patterns, which serves as the training data for the automatic model training. The matching between the natural language described operational steps and GUI events is widely utilized in software engineering and human-computer interaction fields, such as user interface operation [10], task shortcuts generation for virtual assistants [11]. Our proposed method for automated training data generation can potentially motivate and facilitate these activities.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we run ScopeDroid on 102 bug reports collected from 69 popular Android apps, involving three datasets. ScopeDroid successfully reproduces 65 (63.7\%) of the crashes, which outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines by 32.6\% and 38.3\%. The step matching neural network of ScopeDroid can successfully conduct the match at the first recommendation in 53\% - 61\% cases, and this value is 74\% - 85\% when considering the first five recommendations, outperforming the state-of-the-art baselines by a large margin. To evaluate the usefulness, we conduct a user study and the results show that ScopeDroid can reproduce 30\% more bugs that cannot be reproduced by at least one developer, and is highly preferred by developers in comparison to a manual process. Besides, ScopeDroid is highly robust in terms of different described bug reports.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- The design and development of a novel approach to automatically reproduce bugs for mobile apps directly from the textual description of bug reports.
- Experimental evaluation showing that ScopeDroid is effective and useful at bug reproduction, outperforming the state-of-the-art baselines and human reproduction.
- Method for matching natural language described reproducing steps with the GUI event without manually labeled training data, which can potentially motivate and facilitate other tasks as user interface operation [10], and task shortcuts generation for virtual assistants [11].
Public released source code of ScopeDroid and the dataset of our experiments help other researchers replicate and extend this study 3.

II. MOTIVATION

To reveal the challenges of bug reproduction and motivate the design of our approach, three authors try to reproduce the real-world crashes with the help of existing approaches (i.e., ReCDroid [5] and MaCa [7]). In detail, we choose GitHub as the data source following existing studies [5], [12], as it contains a large number of publicly available valid issue reports. We crawl the issue reports from Android projects and focus on issue reports that are created from Jan. 2015 to May. 2022, resulting in 96,451 issue reports. Note that, not all issue reports are related to app crash, we use keywords, e.g., crash, exception, to search for reports involving app crashes following existing studies [5], [12]. As a result, there is a total number of 6,959 crash reports, and we randomly sample 100 crash bug reports for human reproduction. During the process, the authors reveal the following three findings related to the characteristics of the Android apps and the reproducing steps, which influences the successful reproduction of crashes with existing approaches.

1) Name-related information of a GUI component can be missing or misleading: Previous studies typically utilize the name (e.g., displayed text, content description, identifier) of a GUI component to match the textual description of reproducing steps, in order to reproduce the crash. For related apps of the collected bug reports, we randomly choose 100 GUI pages with 399 clickable components, and investigate their name-related information. Three authors carry out the process separately, and discussion is conducted until a final consensus is reached. Results indicate that in 75% (299/399) components, the displayed text is missing, and in 81% (325/399) components, the content description is missing. Furthermore, the identifier is missing in 32% (131/399) components, and 21% (58/268) of the remaining identifiers are misleading, e.g., meaningless names like button1 and edit2. This is mainly due to the developers not following the naming conventions, and could seriously influence program comprehension and bug reproducing.

2) Reproducing steps can have missing steps: The success reproduction of a bug report by previous studies often relies on the accurate and complete reproducing steps. The quality of the bug report often depends on the experience of the testers, and some crowd testers in an open environment often could not precisely describe all the reproducing steps. Three authors inspect the reproducing steps of the 100 bug reports, and conduct discussion until a final consensus is reached. Results reveal that only 44% reports are described from the launch of the app, while the remaining 56% reports typically start from 2-6 steps after the app launch. Worse more, 15% reports involve missing middle steps when describing the bug.

Since previous studies adopt the greedy-based algorithm when matching the GUI event and reproducing the bug, these missing steps can easily lead the algorithm to get in the wrong direction and significantly reduce the success of the reproduction. In addition, when faced with the missing steps, the optimal matching between GUI event and reproducing steps in the current state is not always the optimal matching from the global perspective.

This motivates us to derive the global matching information between each reproducing step and all GUI events, and employ this information for the exploration path planning from the global perspective.

3) There are similar components on different pages of the app: Another characteristics of the mobile apps are that different GUI pages have the same or similar components, which makes it challenging for accurate matching with reproducing steps. This is mainly caused by the following three practices: (1) components that play the same role in different GUI pages, e.g., the text input for username on the login/register/reset password page; (2) commonly-used components, e.g., the “ok” or “cancel” on each confirmation box; (3) system keys, the “back” button in the Android system. We name these components as ambiguous components in this scenario. Three authors inspect the collected bug reports and their related apps to find the ambiguous components, and discuss until reaching a final consensus. The results reveal that 12% of bug reports contain at least one step related with the ambiguous components. Together with the situation that reproducing steps can have the missing steps, the existence of ambiguous components makes it even more challenging to precisely match the GUI event with the reproducing step.

This further motivates us to conduct reproduction from a global perspective. Existing approaches adopt the greedy-based algorithm when matching the GUI event and reproducing step, which mainly utilizes the information about current step and cannot combine the previous and subsequent steps

---

3https://github.com/wachiuwong/ContextAwareReproduction
4https://github.com/7LPtWcaW/GrowTracker-Android

---

Fig. 2: Illustrative example

On the contrary, we observe that the contextual information of a GUI component can facilitate the recognition of its true intent. We list an example from GrowTracker, an app with 124 stars in Github, in Figure 2. For the green icon with the check mark, the name-related information is either missing (e.g., displayed text, resource id) or incorrect (e.g., content description), because of which the matching would go wrong. Nevertheless, the contextual information, i.e., displayed text of its nearby components (add new plant) and icon image, can help the correct matching with the reproducing steps.
for a better decision. We utilize the context information about the nearby state transition information of the app for better constructing the GUI event sequence in reproducing the crash.

In summary, the characteristics of the mobile apps and bug reports motivate us to utilize the context information to make the reproduction more accurate. We utilize the information from two viewpoints. The first is the context information about a specific component (local context), e.g., the nearby components, which facilitates the accurate matching between the GUI event and the reproducing steps (tackle the first and second drawback). The second is the context information about a GUI event (global context), e.g., the nearby state transition information of the app, which facilitates the accurate construction of the GUI event sequence for bug reproducing, especially when facing with the missing reproducing steps or similar components in different pages (tackle the third and fourth drawback).

III. APPROACH

This paper proposes a context-aware automated bug reproduction approach ScopeDroid to reproduce bugs from the natural language described bug reports of mobile apps. Figure 3 shows the pipeline of ScopeDroid, which includes three modules.

STG construction and information extraction (Section III-A). It employs an automated app exploration tool (i.e., Droidbot) to generate the initial state transition graph (STG), and obtain the contextual information of each GUI component (i.e., nearby textual related attributes and its icon image).

Fuzzy reproducing step matching (Section III-B). It designs a multi-modal neural matching network for predicting the probability of each GUI event being mapped to a certain reproducing step. We name this phase as “fuzzy matching” because it does not explicitly map a GUI event to a given reproducing step, rather it derives a matrix considering all the GUI events in an app and each reproducing step, which serves as the input for the path planning.

Path planning and STG enrichment (Section III-C). With the initial STG and the fuzzy matching matrix, it plans the path (i.e., the sequence of GUI events) for reproducing the bugs, and uses it for guiding the app exploration; meanwhile it enriches the initial STG during exploration, and iteratively conducts the path planning and STG enrichment until crash occurs.

A. STG Construction and Information Extraction

1) STG Construction: The state transition graph (STG) of mobile apps is widely used to illustrate the transitions across different states triggered by typical operations such as press login button [13], [14]. In detail, in one STG, a node is an app state, while an edge is a transition between two connected states, which contains an operation and the component on which the operation is conducted. We adopt Droidbot [15], a widely-used automatic dynamic app exploration tool for STG construction.

In detail, for an app, we run Droidbot with a breadth-first search strategy, and obtain all the interactive components (i.e., clickable is true) and their related states. Since the dynamic exploration tool like DroidBot treats any two states with slight differences (e.g. text changes in input boxes) as different states, the generated raw STG is redundant. We then merge the duplicate states to produce a more concise STG. Specifically, following previous works [15]–[17], we obtain the identifier (i.e., xpath) for each component in a GUI page (i.e., state), and compute the jaccard distance [18] of the components’ xpath for two GUI pages. If the distance exceeds a pre-defined threshold (following existing studies [15], [19], [20], the empirically set as 0.8 in this study, we treat them as duplicate states and merge them into one.

2) Information Extraction: We extract the textual attributes and icon image of each GUI component for the reproducing step matching.

Textual Information of GUI Components. Following existing studies [21], [22] we extract 10 types of textual information for each GUI component. Among them, 6 types are the basic attributes of the GUI components, i.e., type, displayed text, content description, hint for the input information, resource id used for identification, and absolute location (one of the nine grid locations within the UI page). The remaining 4 types are the component’s contextual information derived from its nearby components, i.e., the displayed text of its sibling components, its parent component, its children components, and its neighborhood components.

After extracting the 10 types of textual information, we combine them into a sentence with the format [key value], where the key is the field name of the corresponding information. Taking the confirm button (i.e., green check mark) in Figure 2 as an example, its combined textual information is [type] imagebutton [displayed text] none [content description] navigate up [hint] none [resource id] none [absolute location] top left corner [neighbor text] plant details [sibling text] add new plant [child text] none [parent text] none.

Icon Image of GUI Components. When running Droidbot, we can obtain the boundary of each component in the screenshot, with which we then capture the icon image of the component from the screenshot.

B. Fuzzy Reproducing Step Matching

To efficiently map the reproducing steps to the GUI events, we design a multi-modal neural matching network which leverages both the textual information and the icon image. It outputs the matching score of a reproducing step mapped to a GUI event. We also develop a heuristic-based automated training data generation method for facilitating model training.

The reasons why we design such a neural network are threefolds. First, it can mitigate the drawbacks of existing approaches in syntactic parsing the reproducing steps for matching with GUI events, since the parsing is relied on the human-created linguistic rules and is error-prone. Second, it can better capture the semantics of the reproducing steps and GUI components to derive more accurate matching, e.g., “add”
TABLE I: Heuristic-based training data generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Quotes</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>click, launch, choose, press, select, tap, open, click on, clicking, tapping, pressing, go to, going, enter, choose</td>
<td>displayed text, content description, hint, resource id, sibling text, child text, neighbor text</td>
<td>Random choose one, i.e., at/on the top / bottom (left / right (corner)), at/on the left / right / center</td>
<td>Random add the article (i.e., the, a/an) between operation and operated component, e.g., click the login button</td>
<td>Random add the input for EditText, i.e., type the username, e.g., foo, or type foo in the username</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Overview of ScopeDroid

Fig. 4: Architecture of Multi-modal Neural Matching Network

Fig. 5: Example of similarity matrix between reproducing steps and GUI components

and “save” in the example of Figure 2. Third, the image-like components (e.g. ImageButton) can be modeled and its semantic information can be taken into account which further contributes to the better matching.

1) Multi-modal Neural Matching Network: As shown in Figure 4, the input of the multi-modal neural matching network is the reproducing step \( \text{step} \) and the event’s related component \( C \) (with textual information \( C_{\text{text}} \) and icon image \( C_{\text{image}} \) of the component), the network would output the matching score \( \text{Sim}(\text{step}, C) \) of the reproducing step corresponding to the GUI event.

We utilize the Cross-Encoder structure [23], which has been to be effective in information retrieval, question answering, duplicate question detection, etc [24]–[26]. The reproducing step \( \text{step} \) and the textual information of the component \( C_{\text{text}} \) are concatenated with symbol \( <\text{SEP}> \), then input into the pre-trained transformer encoder \( \text{TextEncoder} \) to generate the hidden state of the text.

\[
\text{hidden}_{\text{text}} = \text{TextEncoder}(C_{\text{text}}, \text{step})
\]

Meanwhile, the image of the component \( C_{\text{image}} \) is input into the ResNet encoder \( \text{ImageEncoder} \) for obtaining the hidden state of the image.

\[
\text{hidden}_{\text{image}} = \text{ImageEncoder}(C_{\text{image}})
\]

Finally the textual hidden state \( \text{hidden}_{\text{text}} \) and the image hidden state \( \text{hidden}_{\text{image}} \) are input into a fully connected layer \( W \) for obtaining the match score \( \text{Sim}(\text{step}, C) \).

\[
\text{Sim}(\text{step}, C) = W(\text{hidden}_{\text{text}}, \text{hidden}_{\text{image}})
\]

2) Heuristic-based Training Data Generation: For training an effective multi-modal neural matching network, we need a large amount of training data with reproducing step and corresponding GUI events, e.g., reproducing step press the back button and corresponding event click back button in the app as shown in the last step of Figure 1. However, there is no such type of open dataset so far, and collecting the related data from scratch is time- and effort-consuming. Meanwhile,
through examining the bug reports in open source projects, we observe that there are certain linguistic patterns when writing the reproducing steps in bug reports. This motivates us in developing a heuristic-based automated training data generation method for collecting the satisfied training data.

The primary idea is that for each interactive component in a GUI page, we heuristically generate the reproducing step which can operate on it for transitioning to the next state; meanwhile, the generated reproducing step pair with other irrelevant components serve as the negative data instances. Take the GUI page of Figure 1 as an example, for the back component in the left corner, the generated reproducing step can be Click back or Press back in the left corner.

To derive the heuristic rules, the first two authors examine 200 open source bug reports (93 apps involved) randomly sampled from the data collected in Section II, summarizing the linguistic patterns for writing the reproducing steps. Note that none of these apps are utilized in our experimental evaluations.

As shown in Table I, the first two fields, i.e., operation and component are required, while the others are optional and would be chosen randomly. For operation, we summarize a set of verbs for each component category to make the description more vivid, as shown in Table I, and would randomly choose one verb to act as the operation. For component, we summarize the data source from which the component name is generated (e.g., the displayed text of a button is login, the reproducing step can be click login). To cope with the empty data source, we list all the candidates and would choose the first non-empty one. We also notice that the data sources are not applicable for all components (e.g., the text for CheckBox is checked/unchecked), this is why we design a specific list per component category. For Button and related component categories, we also randomly add the term button after the component name to make it more vivid.

The data generation is based on the Rico [27] dataset which contains more than 66K unique screenshots from 9.3K Android apps, as well as their accompanied JSON file (i.e., the detailed run-time view hierarchy of the screenshot). For each interactive component, we randomly generate three different reproducing steps following the above-mentioned heuristic rules, to serve as the positive data instances in the training data. For the negative data instances, we follow the hard negative mining strategy [28] to enhance the discriminability of the model. In detail, we retrieve four other components similar to the chosen one and pair them with the three generated steps, i.e., twelve negative instances. We use BM25 algorithm [29], [30] to find the similar components by comparing the textual information of each component (details are in Section III-A2).

3) Reproducing Step Matching with Neural Matching Network: With the auto-generated training data, we train the multi-modal neural matching network. We build our model based on PyTorch [31] and Sentence Transformers [32]. The text processing module is loaded with DistillBert [33], a 12-layer transformer-based pre-training model. The image processing module is loaded with the icon classification ResNet trained by Mehralian et al. [21]. We use AdamW as the optimizer, BCEWithLogitsLoss as the loss function, and train the model with the batch size set to 20.

For each reproducing step and each GUI event of the app, we pair them and input all pairs into the trained model to obtain a similarity matrix like the one shown in Figure 5. This fuzzy matching matrix will be used in the candidate path scoring in the subsequent section.

C. Path Planning and STG Enrichment

With the fuzzy matching matrix, we design a path planning method to derive the GUI event sequence for bug reproduce. The ideal situation for path planning would be to design a dynamic programming algorithm to find the optimal event sequence for reproducing the bug. Yet in real practice, since the initial STG can hardly be completely restricted by current app exploration tools [15]–[17], hence we can only design an algorithm by taking the utmost use of current information. Meanwhile when executing the planned path, we also apply the guided exploration with the reproducing steps for enriching the initial STG and iteratively conduct the patch planning.

1) Path Planning based on Fuzzy Matching Matrix: The path planning algorithm is designed as a weighted algorithm of three metrics, i.e., matching accumulation, length penalty, and goal count, for all candidate GUI event sequences. This is designed from the perspective of goal achievement and redundancy reduction when considering the incomplete build STG.

Matching accumulation $S_{MA}$ measures the sum of the matching score (obtained in the fuzzy matching matrix) for the involved GUI events and the reproducing steps. Since the matching accumulation would assign a higher score to the longer exploration sequence, Length penalty $S_{LP}$ punishes the case of a meaningless long exploration loop. Note that, there are usually looped reproducing steps involving repeated exploration, thus the exploration loop is acceptable, yet we should avoid the meaningless loop to optimize the exploration. Goals scored $S_{GS}$ measures how many reproducing steps are explored. It reflects the distance from achieving the final reproduction.

We take the four generated candidate paths in Figure 6 as examples to better illustrate how these three metrics are calculated. Path 1 is the most optimal of these four paths, achieving more steps than the others and without redundant operations. Path 2 involves one less GUI event that matches the reproducing step compared to Path 1, so its matching accumulation is lower than Path 1. Path 3 has a redundant operation after the first arrival at State 4 and suffers a higher length penalty. Path 4 contains four GUI events matching the reproducing steps like path 1, but the path only completes the first three steps in the reproducing steps, so its goals scored is lower than Path 1.

Finally, we take the weighted sum of these three metrics as the path score:

$$Score_{path} = S_{MA} + \alpha S_{LP} + \beta S_{GS}$$ (4)
When choosing the parameter values, we consider two main balances: the balance between avoiding path redundancy and encouraging long path exploration (controlled by $S_{LP}$), and the balance between encouraging exploration of paths that achieve goals and avoiding wasting time on paths that are wrongly achieved (controlled by $S_{GS}$). To determine the parameter values, we tune our approach on 17 other “crash” reports which are excluded from the experimental data. These “crash” reports are obtained during our data collection process (details in the Section IV-A). They have clear reproducing steps, but we fail to trigger crashes after manual reproduction due to different hardware configurations or other engineering reasons. We experiment with $\alpha$ from -2 to -0.5 with an increment of 0.5 in between, and $\beta$ from 1 to 5 with an increment of 1 in between. We run the approach with each group of parameters ($\alpha$ and $\beta$), and record the reproduction success rate; then we choose the parameter value when the highest success rate being achieved. After parameter tuning, $\alpha$ is set as -1 and $\beta$ is set as 3 in our experiment. Based on this, we choose the path having the highest score for execution or guided exploration. We execute the planned path on the simulator automatically through Appium [34].

2) **STG Enrichment**: Since existing automated app exploration tools can hardly explore all app states, and the built STG is incomplete, i.e., some pages are not explored, or some components in an explored page are not interacted.

Therefore, during the exploration process, we would enrich the STG to include more states, update the path planning and facilitate the bug reproduction. Generally speaking, guided by the current planned path, we would include the unexplored components on newly touched states, and the subsequent state of the component which matches a reproducing step. After the enhancement, we calculate the matching scores of the newly discovered components with each reproducing step and update the fuzzy matching matrix. Then we re-plan the execution sequence and conduct the exploration.

### IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

To evaluate ScopeDroid, we consider four research questions:

**RQ1**: How effective and efficient is ScopeDroid at reproducing crashes in bug reports?

**RQ2**: How accurate is the step matching?

**RQ3**: Does ScopeDroid benefit developers compared to manual reproduction?

**RQ4**: Is ScopeDroid robust in terms of different described bug reports?

**A. Experimental Dataset**

We employ the crash reports from three sources for evaluation, i.e., ReCDroid’s dataset [5], AndroR2 dataset [12], and GitHub. For the crash reports used by ReCDroid [5], we employ all the 33 reports provided in their replicate package for the experiment. For the reports contained in AndRoR2 dataset [12], we use all its 22 crash reports. Other reports, e.g., display issue reports, are out of the scope of this study. For 6,959 crash reports crawled and filtered from GitHub as described in Section II, we randomly sampled 1500 of them and conduct manual checking to get the final dataset. This manual filtering is performed independently by three graduate students with 2-4 years of industrial software development experience, and each report is manually reproduced by two of them. We exclude those that could not be reproduced (e.g., lack of apks, failed-to-compile apps, environment issues) or required special conditions (e.g., account, hardware, data). This results in 47 crash reports from 28 apps, and we refer to this dataset as ScopeDroid’s dataset. This process also yields 17 “crash” reports, which have clear reproducing steps, but we fail to trigger crashes due to different hardware configurations or other engineering reasons. These “crash” reports are only used for parameter tuning as shown in Section III-C and excluded from the experimental data. Note that, we manually extract the reproducing steps from the crash reports, which is a commonly-used practice in existing studies [5], [7]. Due to space limitations, the details of the data (e.g., steps per report, pages/components per app) can be viewed on our website.

**B. Baselines**

To demonstrate the advantages of our proposed ScopeDroid, we compare with 2 state-of-the-art approaches.

**ReCDroid** [5]: It is the state-of-the-art approach for reproducing crashes from natural language described reproducing steps. It leverages dependency parsing and predefined grammar patterns to extract GUI event representations from the reproducing steps. Then it conducts the exploration guided by the matching status between the extracted GUI event representations and the displayed text of GUI components. Note that the same authors proposed an improved tool called ReCDroid+ [35], which treats the raw bug reports as input and focuses on the automatic extraction of the reproducing steps from the raw bug reports. Except for the initial extraction of reproducing steps, ReCDroid+ is the same as ReCDroid. ScopeDroid takes the reproducing steps rather than the raw bug reports as input, so we do not select ReCDroid+ but only ReCDroid as the baseline. We compare it for effectiveness and
efficiency of bug reproduction (RQ1) and for the accuracy of step matching (RQ2).

MaCa [7]: It is proposed to automatically identify and classify the action words in bug reports in order to boost the performance of bug reproduction tools like ReCDroid. It first identifies action words based on natural language processing, then extracts its related information (i.e., enclosing segment, associated UI target); this information is fed into a machine learner to predict the category of the action word (e.g., click, type). We treat this approach as the baseline for step matching (RQ2). In addition, we integrate it with ReCDroid as described in their paper (denoted as ‘ReCDroid+MaCa’) which serves as the baseline for RQ1.

C. Experimental Setup and Evaluation Metrics

For RQ1, we verify the effectiveness and efficiency of ScopeDroid in two aspects: (1) the percentage of reports that can be successfully reproduced in given time (denoted as success rate), i.e., two hours following previous practice [5]. (2) The time required for successful reproduction (denoted as reproducing time).

For RQ2, we validate whether our matching module can accurately match the GUI event of the app with the reproducing steps in the report. For the 67 crash reports that can be successfully reproduced by at least one tool, we first obtain all UI pages related to the reports with automatic exploration (DroidBot) and manual supplementation. We then run the matching module of ScopeDroid and the baselines to calculate the similarity between each reproducing step and GUI event on all found pages. Ideally, the target GUI event should get a higher score and be ranked at the top. Therefore, we evaluate the matching modules with the following two evaluation metrics. Hit@k checks whether the recommended top-k GUI events contain the correct one which matches the given reproducing step. We set k as 1, 3, 5, and 10 to obtain a relative thorough view. MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) is the mean of Reciprocal Rank (RR) values obtained for all reproducing steps. RR of a single reproducing step is multiplicative inverse of the rank of corresponding component.

For RQ3, we evaluate the usefulness of ScopeDroid. We invite 21 graduate students to participate in this experiment. All of them have experience in mobile application testing, 12 are Android developers with at least 5 years of development experience, and 10 work in the crowdtesting platform. For the 67 crash reports that can be reproduced by at least one tool, we divide them into 7 groups with each group having 10 reports. Each participant is assigned to three groups of reports, i.e., ensuring that each test report is manually reproduced by 3 participants. Participants need to reproduce these reports manually on the emulator with the corresponding app already installed, and we record the time cost. If participants are unable to reproduce within 30 minutes following existing study [5], the report is marked as not reproduced. After participants manually reproduce their reports, we show them video of ScopeDroid in reproducing these crashes and ask their opinions about it with 5-Likert scale [36], i.e., very useful, useful, neutral, not useful, and useless.

For RQ 4, we verify the robustness of the ScopeDroid. Since reproducing steps are typed manually, there may be inaccuracies in describing the GUI events, such as missing words, using synonyms, and improper word order, which may affect the success of the automatic reproduction. To simulate the above problem, we create variants of reproducing steps by using EDA [37], a common-used data augmentation tool that generates semantically similar but textually different samples. In detail, we set two degrees of mutation, i.e., randomly changing 10%/20% (a large mutation rate can easily lead to the semantic change) of the words in reproducing steps by performing four commonly-used operations: synonym replacement, random insertion, random swap and random deletion. We conduct this experiment on the 30 successfully reproduced reports in ReCDroid’s dataset, which already exerts diversified step length and reproduction time. We randomly generate three variants for each degree of variation (a total of $2 \times 3 \times 30 = 180$), run ScopeDroid on these variants and record reproduction results.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. RQ 1: Effectiveness and Efficiency of ScopeDroid

Table II shows the success rate of reproducing crash reports from three datasets. Overall, ScopeDroid can reproduce 63.7% of them (65 out of 102), outperforming the baselines by a large margin, i.e., 32.6% (63.7 vs. 48.0) higher than ReCDroid+MaCa, and 38.3% (63.7 vs. 46.0) higher than ReCDroid. This indicates that ScopeDroid is more effective in reproducing crash reports. ScopeDroid successfully reproduces 30 reports on the ReCDroid’s Dataset, and the other three failed cases are due to the incompatibility with our environment or lack of a valid account. While on the AndroR2 dataset and the ScopeDroid’s dataset, ScopeDroid can achieve a success rate of about 50%. In contrast, ReCDroid or ReCDroid+MaCa can only successfully reproduce a small portion of reports with simple reproducing steps, with the success rate of 19% to 27%.

Table III shows the reproducing time of ScopeDroid and two baselines on each report. Note that MaCa takes less than a second to analyze the bug report, which is negligible and we treat the reproducing time of ReCDroid+MaCa the same as ReCDroid.

For the 45 crash reports that the baselines can reproduce, the average reproducing time of ReCDroid is 440 seconds, while ScopeDroid’s average time is 83 seconds which is faster than ReCDroid. The above comparison is conducted when not considering the pre-exploration time of DroidBot. This implies
that our proposed approach has an advantage in efficiency when the STG of an app being freely available, e.g., being extracted in advance.

We admit that the pre-exploration by Droidbot is time-consuming, and ScopeDroid may be slower than ReCDroid when considering the time cost of pre-exploration. But note that the pre-exploration is a one-time job for an app and can be conducted in advance. Meanwhile, this time can be averaged into bug reports of an app and becomes even negligible. Taken in this sense, ScopeDroid has an efficiency advantage over baselines in the scenario of an app having multiple crash reports. Take the app Pix-Art which has multiple reports as an example (e.g., Pix-Art-125,27 in ReCDroid’s dataset), we only need to run DroidBot once for reproducing these two reports and its running time can be shared, which makes our approach faster (600/2s + 83s = 383s < 440s).

The reason why ScopeDroid performs better than the baselines is mainly due to the following three reasons. First, our approach develops a multi-modal neural matching network to match the reproducing steps with the GUI event, which can achieve a higher matching accuracy than the baselines which mainly utilize name-related information and natural language parsing. Second, ScopeDroid can conduct the exploration from a relatively global perspective, while the baselines use a greed-based exploration strategy which may waste time on repeated exploration over certain pages and fail to reach the status related to crash. Third, our approach supports more types of GUI events, e.g., scrolling up and down the page, which are not included by baselines. We also check the reasons for failure cases and summarize them in Section VI-A.

B. RQ 2: Matching Accuracy

Table IV shows the performance of the step matching module for each approach. Our step matching module can accurately match the reproducing step with GUI event at the first recommended result (i.e., Hit@1) on 61%, 55%, and 53% cases respectively on the three datasets. This indicates more than half of the cases, the reproducing step can be correctly matched to the GUI event, which facilitates path planning and crash reproduction. When considering the first five recommended results (i.e., Hit@5), the performance is 85%, 83%, and 74%. This indicates ScopeDroid can relatively accurately match the reproducing steps with GUI events, which constructs a solid foundation for crash reproduction.

The step matching of ScopeDroid outperforms the baselines by a large margin, i.e., 17%-26% higher than ReCDroid in Hit@1, and 33%-36% higher than MaCa in Hit@1. The reasons for the advantages of our approach are two folds. First, we develop a multi-modal matching network which can take advantage of the context information of the GUI components. By comparison, the baselines only utilize the name-related information, which would fail in certain types of components like CheckBox, ImageButton. Second, our developed network does not require linguistic patterns for step matching, which could mitigate the issues brought by the incorrect grammar parsing.

C. RQ 3: Usefulness of ScopeDroid

The last two columns of Table III show the results of participants’ manual reproduction of bug reports. For the 67 reports that at least one tool can reproduce successfully, there are 30% (20/67) reports that failed to be reproduced by at least one developer, indicating that ScopeDroid can reproduce crashes that human testers cannot reproduce, and ScopeDroid reproduces bugs faster than testers on 42 reports. Although ScopeDroid does not perform as well as human testers on some complex reports, it is still useful in many cases, where ScopeDroid can automatically finish the tedious
TABLE IV: Performance of the matching module for each approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Bug Reports</th>
<th>Ori</th>
<th>Degree of mutation 10%</th>
<th>#Bug Reports</th>
<th>Ori</th>
<th>Degree of mutation 20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NewsBlur-105</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52.2 (1)</td>
<td>52.2 (1)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52.2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markor-194</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>137.3 (1)</td>
<td>137.3 (1)</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>137.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-Memo-13</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48.6 (1)</td>
<td>48.6 (1)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48.6 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Report-63</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113.2 (1)</td>
<td>113.2 (1)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113.2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki-k-175</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>216.3 (1)</td>
<td>216.3 (1)</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>216.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnyMemo-18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43.3 (1)</td>
<td>43.3 (1)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnyMemo-440</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>150.2 (1)</td>
<td>150.2 (1)</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>150.2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notepad-23</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70.2 (1)</td>
<td>70.2 (1)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70.2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glom-2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.0 (1)</td>
<td>15.0 (1)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glom-3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.0 (1)</td>
<td>14.0 (1)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestAdaptor-304</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>85.3 (1)</td>
<td>85.3 (1)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>85.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibreNews-22</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>225.3 (1)</td>
<td>225.3 (1)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>225.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibreNews-27</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62.5 (1)</td>
<td>62.5 (1)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62.5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMSync-464</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80.3 (1)</td>
<td>80.3 (1)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80.3 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Performance of robustness evaluation of ScopeDroid. The Ori column shows the reproducing time of ScopeDroid on the original report. The columns 10% and 20% under the Degree of mutation show the average time of ScopeDroid on the variants, and the number in parentheses is the number of successfully reproduced variants (out of 3)

and time-wasting process of exploring the app and finding the components involved, saving the developer effort and time.

After manually reproducing the bug reports, we invite all participants to rate ScopeDroid. ScopeDroid achieves a mean score of 4.14 (between very useful and useful). Most participants comment that ScopeDroid is accurate in matching the GUI event with reproducing step. One participant complain that it takes a lot of time to find the component corresponding to the first step because some previous steps are omitted, and ScopeDroid can potentially save time by helping her locate the component in the first step. Another crowdsourcing developer is interested in ScopeDroid. She thinks ScopeDroid could be used in the future to complete test report information by adding screenshots or GIFs for some text-only steps, thus allowing other crowdsourcing participants to quickly understand the bugs found to reduce duplicate submissions.

D. RQ 4: Robustness of ScopeDroid

On the sampled dataset, our method achieves success rates of 94.4% (85 out of 90) and 76.7% (69 out of 90) at the mutation levels of 10% and 20% respectively. And the slowdowns caused by the mutation with respect to the original bug reports are only 1.26 times and 1.37 times, respectively. This indicates that our approach has good robustness and can resist the disruption of missing words or word changes to some extent. We check the variants that fail to reproduce, and the results reveal that these failure cases are mainly because of the significant changes in the meaning of the reproducing step. For example, when enable automatically refresh in LibreNews-23³ is changed to enable mechanically brush up with the

³https://github.com/milesmsc/LibreNews-Android/issues/23

EDA technique in Section IV-C, even the human can hardly understand what its actual meaning.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Limitations

There are three main limitations of ScopeDroid which hinder it from reproducing all bug reports, which also indicates the challenges in bug reproduction of mobile apps and calls for further research.

First, ScopeDroid assumes that a reproducing step refers to a single interaction with the GUI component, yet this assumption is not always true in real-world practice. Reporters may abbreviate commonly-known processes into one step, e.g., create a contact corresponds to three GUI events go to the contact create page, enter contact information, click save. Besides, ScopeDroid cannot correctly understand the steps that require inference, e.g., click the big button, although these steps are intuitive to human testers. This common-sense knowledge needs to be further learned and incorporated into the approach for facilitating reproduction.

Second, ScopeDroid cannot reproduce the bugs which involve specific prior knowledge, e.g., entering a valid username and password to log in, which requires human intervention and cannot be fully automated.

Third, ScopeDroid cannot cover all the actions at the execution time. It already supports the GUI events like tapping, long pressing and typing, rotating the screen, scrolling up and down, restarting the app, etc. There are other operations not covered due to the limitations of emulator or engineering issues, e.g., using hardware that the emulator does not have (e.g., Bluetooth, NFC) and fast continuous clicking.

B. Generality across Platforms

The whole technical idea of ScopeDroid is platform-independent and can be trivially applicable to other platforms (e.g., IOS and web). Nevertheless, we utilize two platform-dependent tools respectively for STG contribution (Droidbot [15]) and execution on app (Appium [34]), and need to be replaced with their alternative tools when extending to other platforms.

In detail, the STG construction module (Section III-A) employs Droidbot [15], which is a testing tool for app exploration and designed specifically for Android apps. For IOS or web apps, one can choose Monkey [38] as an alternative. In addition, the path planning and STG enrichment module (Section III-C) utilize Appium [34], which is an automation framework for executing operations and obtaining screen layout on the emulator, and designed for Android and IOS apps. For web apps, one can turn to Selenium [39].
Furthermore, in the fuzzy reproducing step matching module (section III-B), we train a matching network for predicting the probability of each Android GUI event being mapped to a step, which is theoretically platform-independent. Yet to further achieve better results, one is encouraged to fine-tune the model with the data from the application scenarios in case of different naming conventions; for example, the class of the basic button is named “Button” on Android while “XCUITElementTypeButton” on iOS.

Like existing studies [5], [7], [35], this study focuses on Android apps because the bug reports are easier to fetch. We’ll explore its feasibility on other platforms in the future.

C. Threats to Validity

The first threat relates to the implementation of the baselines. We reuse the source code provided on their website, and carefully follow their instruction for conducting experiments on the new datasets. The second threat is about the representativeness of the data used in the evaluation. We collect the bug reports from GitHub submitted from 2015 to 2022, and follow the procedures in previous studies to filter and select the dataset. The third threat relates to the confounding effects of participants. Following the existing approach [5], [35], we assume that students with Android programming experience can be substituted for testers, and their reproducing time and success rate are representative. The fourth threat is that the experimental result is only based on the 10-minute random exploration by an automated testing tool. More experiments (e.g., exploration time is 5 minutes) can be conducted in the future to further evaluate the effectiveness of our approach.

VII. RELATED WORK

Mobile Bug Reports Analysis and Reproducing. Several works focus on using NLP techniques to extract critical information from bug reports, such as summarizing and classifying bug reports [40], [41], facilitating dynamic analysis [42], [43], augmenting bug reports for mobile apps [7], [44], [45] and generating test cases [44], [45]. For example, Yakusu [6] used a combination of program analysis and natural language processing techniques to generate executable test cases from bug reports. Maca [7] leveraged the pre-training language model to identify and classify action words in bug reports. The above works are close to our approach, but their goal is not to reproduce the reported bugs.

The most closely related work that focuses on reproducing the bug from the mobile bug report is ReCDroid [5], ReCDroid+ [35] and GIFdroid [46]. Specifically, GIFdroid [46] leveraged the visual screen record to perform reproduction. ReCDroid [5] leveraged the natural language described reproducing steps to perform reproduction. It designed a set of predefined grammar patterns to extract events and objects from textual reproducing steps and then adopted a greedy-based dynamic exploration to synthesize event sequences. The same authors later proposed an improved version, i.e., ReCDroid+ [35], which introduced heuristic rules and neural network classifiers to automatically extract the reproducing steps from raw bug reports, and reused ReCDroid for bug reproduction. Compared with the matching method in RecDroid and RecDroid+, ScopeDroid develops a novel matching method that first automatically extracts various information of GUI components, e.g., icon and contextual information, and then uses a multi-modal neural network to match reproducing steps to GUI events. Our matching method has two advantages: first, it does not need dependency parsing and has better generalization; second, it utilizes more information than the text of the GUI components, i.e., icon and contextual information. Meanwhile, ScopeDroid also has advanced path planning strategies than the two approaches.

Besides, there are several works focus on assisting in recording and replaying bugs in mobile and web apps by using running information [47]–[50], textual description [51]–[53].

This study contributes to this direction by proposing a novel approach for bug reproduction with promising results.

GUI Component Understanding. Several tools focus on the accessibility of the user interface [17], [54]–[59] and filling in missing descriptions for GUI components [21], [60], [61]. LabelDroid [60] automatically predicted the text labels of image-based buttons by learning from large-scale commercial apps in Google Play. COLRA [21] leveraged the contextual information of components to generate non-predefined text labels more accurately. In contrast to the above works, our approach focuses on matching GUI components to text descriptions rather than generating text descriptions. Besides, there are several works [22], [62], [63] focused on test migration on mobile apps and matching semantically similar GUI components between apps. This study designs a multi-modal reproducing step matching method with GUI events, which can also motivate the studies about the GUI component understanding.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In order to improve the effectiveness and benefit of automatic reproduction, this paper proposes a context-aware bug reproduction approach ScopeDroid which automatically reproduces crashes from text descriptions of mobile bug reports. We first construct the STG and extract the contextual information, then design a multi-modal neural matching network to match GUI events and reproducing steps. Using the initial STG and the matching information, we plan the path for reproducing the bugs, and enrich the STG iteratively. We evaluate the ScopeDroid on 102 bug reports from 69 popular Android apps, it can successfully reproduce 65 (63.7%) of the crashes, largely outperforming the baselines. The evaluation of usefulness and robustness of ScopeDroid also demonstrates promising results.
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